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Levantine Arabic transcript: 

  
B,  �0 ا.">; B, ا.<Aد ?<02 :2*وف  �0 و>; :089وي '456 '23�,،  �0 إ.-, '+*ض  أو '�و %$#"ا  �� : ا���أة

C#5D% وا��ا .�رGK رهG>3 %2�,، ا."I8، وG#H :"اد دآD"ر 'K ا�K 0 8,ء+M03ت داC6DO+.و>; ا ،G3.0  P3.05ا ت"#
�هG#H ،T ا.A2ج، 2% SB�A  ,ج�  P3U�D.ا . VW%*? يX' "�: ا"$#YD% روا�Z' 4 ا.+*%\، اذا]��روا، .̂+0 'Z' ,-.إ

 ��روش 2%�  b$c ,�Ta '02.`"ا ا."ا_Z' 0: ،e"f%g' Tه��  h: e"f%g%رّوح A% ا"."W'و . �:+h5 أنTa %2+#"ا .#"ا_
lD3' m#  روح A% ا"."."W%و G3#+  . ا"<*' ،n#'0ن m#  ,2#oك ت�' ،h3�K ,B جA2.د ا"K": S: و:*ات '5"ن

n#'0ن m#  ر %*وح�Z' ا��رش _Z' 0: ،5*ةO: ق*o.5*ة، اO: n#'0ن .G>2ص G>2038رة . ص ,B 5"ن% �:+h5 ا."ا_
  ,B . SB�w0_ 02>? 0ت ا."wدة. إ.-, '5"ن B, ا.03Oرة :+h5 %+"ت 0a3B. 2"ا %+*قا028vف، ا.+Y$"م %+�

 wو h3�K m#  038رة وت*وح ,B bه0 ت*آ�' ،�:03C6DOت  �B 0, ا.W*ى :e*: h، إ.-, '�ه0 تP#Y، إ.-, '�ه0 ت*وح ت".
n#'0ن m#  .ع"<"+#a. G>O�.0' *3z0 _05%0 آ�38. و_$4   ,B ،038رات ا028ف SB ,B ا.+*أة h5+: G%0رة  0د

0a."ا %"ص"Wf#% 0: ،03رةO.ا ,B �%+"ت ا.".�، أو ت+"ت ا|م '*>"ا، SB . ا.o*ق ت".� وه, :0شB G3, ا.03Oرة ت".
  . %2�, '0.+*ة. ر G%0 صG3f نM0a,، وw تh3:X آ+w ،0 ر G%0 وw تh3:X و03C6DO: wت :4z ا.�0س

 
 
English translation: 
 
The situation in this area is normally quite terrible. The sick, and those who need to see a 
physician, will pay dearly. Hospital conditions are usually very bad to awful, due to 
uncleanliness, a scarcity of cleaning materials, and less than adequate medical supplies. 
When a sick person is admitted to the hospital, the hospital tries to find a way to move 
him out. If the hospital can’t, they feel obliged to treat the sick [person] as quickly as 
possible and have him depart immediately. It is possible that a person will undergo 
surgery and be asked to leave for home immediately after. Sometimes treatment is not 
available in the city of Jenin, so one has to go to Nablus. And sometimes the roads are 
closed or blocked, and no one can reach Nablus. It is difficult. It is possible that someone 
is in the ambulance, and because it is not allowed to proceed on the road, the sick person 
dies in the ambulance. In cases of childbirth, we don’t have hospitals in the villages at all. 
The pregnant woman has to take a car during delivery, and go to Jenin or Nablus. A 
number of incidents happen where there are no ambulances or even regular cars. The 
pregnant woman might even have the baby while in the car before she reaches the 
hospital. As a result, some babies and even mothers die. There is neither adequate 
medical care nor medical insurance -- nor any good hospitals at all.  
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